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Abstract— A
Accurate roden
nt brain extracction is the bassic step
ffor many tran
nslational studiies using MR imaging. This paper
p
presents a ttemplate baseed approach with multi--expert
rrefinement to aautomatic rodeent brain extraaction. We first build
tthe brain appeearance modell based on the learning exem
mplars.
T
Together with
h the templatee matching, wee encode the rodent
b
brain position into the search
h space to reliaably locate the rodent
b
brain and estiimate the rou
ugh segmentatiion. With the initial
m
mask, a levell-set segmentaation and a m
mask-based tem
mplate
llearning are iimplemented further to thee brain region
n. The
m
multi-expert fu
usion is used to generate a n
new mask. We finally
ccombine the reegion growing based
b
on the hiistogram distriibution
llearning to deelineate the fin
nal brain mask. A high-resoolution
rrodent atlas is used to illustrate that the segmenteed low
rresolution anaatomic image can be well mapped
m
to thee atlas.
T
Tested on a public data set, alll brains are loccated reliably and
a we
aachieve the meean Jaccard similarity score at 94.99% forr brain
ssegmentation, which is a staatistically sign
nificant improvvement
ccompared to tw
wo other roden
nt brain extraction methods.

I. INTTRODUCTION
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (M
MRI) based rodent
iimaging is widdely used in prreclinical studdy for drug disccovery
aand disease annalysis [1]. A sstructure imagge such as T2 M
MRI is
ooften acquiredd not only forr anatomical aanalysis but allso for
aatlas mapping used togetherr with other funnctional imaginng [2].
A
As one of the basic steps, aaccurate rodennt brain extracction is
ccritical for thee subsequent prrocess and anaalysis.
Generally speaking, braain extraction is to strip nonn-brain
ttissue from ann image of thee whole head. Automatic m
methods
aare widely avvailable for huuman brain eextraction, inccluding
rregion growinng [3], edge baased [4], atlas based [5] or hybrid
m
method [6]. H
However humann brain extracttion methods aare not
aalways performing well for rodent/m
mouse brain iimages
bbecause of thee diversities in shapes and diffferences in inttensity
vvariations. T
There are some methoods proposedd for
rrodent/mouse brain extractiion. Murugavvel and Sullivvan [7]
pproposed a puulse coupled neural netwoork (PCNN) ffor 2D
rrodent brain ssegmentation. As an extenssion, Chou et al [8]
pproposed a 3D
D PCNN methood. Li et al. [9]] proposed to uuse the
ssurface model used in braain extraction tool (BET) [[3] for
rrodent data. U
Uberti et al. prroposed a consstrained level set for
rrat brain extraaction [10]. Reecently, basedd on layered ooptimal
ggraph image segmentation,
s
O
Oguz et al. prooposed an autoomatic
m
method to segm
ment rodent brrain [11]. In thhis paper we prropose
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Figure 1. Roddent brain extractiion (a) Original heead image, (b)
Rodent brain labeel (ground truth).

a template learninng based approoach to rodentt brain extractiion
m MRI imagess.
from
Breitenreicherr et al. propoosed a sparse template bassed
metthod to segmeent occluded and noisy obbjects [12], w
with
relaatively fixed shhape model. M
Mahapatra et al. proposed to use
u
a fieeld of experts and low level image prior m
model to learn tthe
diffferent tissue feeatures for diseease region seegmentation [113].
Cheen et al. propossed to use tempplate matchingg approach bassed
on tthe active appearance modeel for cell segm
mentation, which
usess training conttours chosen bby users and deeformed by levvel
set method to buuild a statistical model [14]]. Lankton et al.
propposed a metthod that re--formulated thhe region-bassed
segm
mentation enerrgy in a local w
way [16]. The contour of object
wass evolved baseed on local infformation by cconsidering loocal
statiistics rather than global one of the images. The results haave
show
wn much impprovement coompared to [115], but still nnot
solvving the main challenge in providinng the accurrate
segm
mentation resuults affected bby leaking to the surroundiing
struuctures with tthe intensity similar to thee target objeccts.
Com
mparatively, exxample learninng is robust to brain extractioon.
In thhe multi-instannce object segm
mentation algoorithm developped
by C
Chen et al. [177], favorable reesults on the jooint detection aand
segm
mentation havve been obtaineed, where the shape predictiion
throough exemplarrs is incorporatted based on Champer-distan
C
nce
of thhe potential obbject contours..
In the paper, w
we propose an approach by exxemplar learniing
and multi-expert rrefinement forr rodent brain extraction in 22D
mages, which has obtainedd results that are
struuctural MRI im
morre accurate com
mpared to the (2D/3D) PCN
NN and modiffied
BET
T method. We first build thee statistic template of the rodent
braiin using exempplar from trainning data. The template is ussed
to predict
p
the loccation of the bbrain in the heead MRI (Figg. 1
show
ws the originaal rodent head MRI
M and the m
manually labelled
braiin). Followedd by the level set seggmentation aand
massk-based tempplate learningg, we take thhe union of tthe
segm
ments as the rregion of inteerest. A slice based histogram
distrribution learniing is then appplied to refine the brain regioon,
whiich can be finaally mapped too a high resoluution rodent brain
atlas.

II. TEMPLATE BASED RODENT BRAIN EXTRACTION
A. Introduction
Given a set of annotated rodent brain images as exemplars,
the template learning is to construct a model for brain
extraction on new images. The idea is similar to human brain
atlas based segmentation [5]. Different from [5], where
K-means clustering technique is used to create the templates
from the exemplars, we apply Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) [14] to characterize the key variation of the shape of the
rodent brains, and use the best template derived from the
template model to locate the brain. The shape variation can be
extracted from the image warping based on one of the
nonlinear image registration methods [14, 24].
The model learnt encodes the main shape and appearance
of rodent brain. We can find the maximum of the template
matching by scanning across the rodent head image as the
brain location. For template learning method, the two main
steps are training and segmentation, as shown in Fig. 2. The
details will be discussed in the following sections.

targeted template using rigid transformation function,
followed by a nonlinear registration by minimization of the
normalized cross correlation (NCC) [14]. The image
displacement fields {
=(∆X, ∆Y)} from the nonlinear
registration is used to represent the shape variation. By
into a vector Yi, the data
cascading the components in
matrix is written as D = [Y1- , Y2 - , …, YN- ]. = ∑ .
The covariance matrix of D is A = DTD. Applying PCA to D,
we can represent any Y by
Y ≈∑

( ) ( )+ ,

where P(k) is the k-principal component, or the k-th
eigenvector of A, and the ( ) is the coefficient. Usually the
top K principal components are selected to cover the 95% of
variance of the data. To construct the new templates from the
PCA model, we limit the coefficients ( ) by varying it
within a range with respect to the eigenvalue thus makes the
templates generated using PCA model to embody certain
shape varieties. A template (displacement) is defined by
( ) ( )+ ,

Te = ∑

( ) , ( ) is the k-th
( )∈ −
( ),
where
eigenvalue and C is a small constant. By uniformly sampling
we can generate new deformation. Applying Te to the mean
of the registered images, we obtained the exemplars. Two
examples are shown in Fig. 3. To tackle the changes of brain
size and orientation in MRI scanning in different testing sets,
additional scaling factor and rotation are applied to generate
more templates. The full set of the template is used as the
‘model’ exemplars to locate the rodent brain.

Figure 3. Template examples learnt on different slices
The corresponding binary mask templates can be built in the
same process, by using Mk instead of Ek for PCA model.

Figure 2. Template training and rodent brain extraction

B. Training templates
Before creating the template, all MRI rodent images are
processed by the N4ITK bias correction [18] to reduce the
intensity inhomogeneity caused by the MRI process. We focus
on 2D brain extraction in this work as quite a lot of preclinical
studies only acquire a 2D structural image as navigator. In the
future, the 2D extraction method can be extended to 3D model
as well.
Let a rodent image at slice k be Ik, with the annotated
mask Mk, which is usually manually delineated. The exemplar
is Ek, where Ek = Ik, if Mk=1, else Ek=0. For N training
, i=1,…,N, to construct the template both in the
exemplars,
(at one
sense of shape and texture. Firstly, every template
corresponding brain slice) is registered on to a chosen initial

C. Brain extraction using template learning
Given a testing image I, we compute the similarity
between the template and a patch of I. Detection and
segmentation is derived based on maximization of the
similarity. Each template is seen as a filter denoted as Tt, t ∈[1,
…, NT], a total of NT templates. Without loss of generality, we
use the NCC measurement as it can be implemented by FFT
[20]. The NCC of a model T and image I is:
(u) =

∑

( ) ( − )

‖ ( )‖‖ ‖

,

where u is the position of the patch. As ‖ ‖ is a constant,
‖ ( )‖ , the norm of the image patch centered at u, is
independent of Tt, the NCC of image I and a set of templates T
can be computed efficiently.
Rodent brain detection can be wrong if only using the
image similarity. The texture variation between the testing and
training data may result in the global maxima being found at
other head regions (shown in Fig. 4, right image). Knowing

tthat rodent braains scanned arre always arouund the center part in
tthe field of vieew, we encodee the head possition informattion by
a 2D Gaussiann distribution at the mean ((x0,y0) with staandard
ddeviation (σx, σy) of the maask centers in the training im
mages.
T
The rodent braain location uI and corresponnding templatee TI are
tthen found as
{TI, uI} = max

,

(u)exp −

(

)

−

(

)

(witth batch 1). Training andd testing is slice-based.
s
T
The
additional scale change of the ttemplate is staarting from 0.99 to
1.1, with increasee of 0.1 each step. The oriientation is froom
w interval ππ/60. The variaation of the PC
CA
−π/330 to +π/30, with
coeffficient is consstrained by 2√
√ .

.

T
The example results with aand without tthe use of Gaaussian
ddistribution is shown in Fig.. 4.
D
D. Refinemennt by multiple eexperts
It is somettimes difficult to have the acccurate segmenntation
uusing pre-learnnt templates ass we have to baalance the variiability
aand the robbustness [5,119]. The brrain locationn and
ssegmentation is so far robuust yet not acccurate. Based on the
iinitial brain poosition and maask from the teemplate learninng, we
aapply the level set method too generate a neew mask, whicch will
rrestore some of the missinng parts from the initial tem
mplate
m
matching. Wee further applyy the (binary) m
mask templatee learnt
bbefore to the im
mage to generrate a new poteential brain reggion.
Refinemennt is done by learning the hiistogram distriibution
ffor each corressponding slicee. Given a regiion of interest (ROI),
ii.e. the initiaal brain regioon, the histoggram distributtion is
ccomputed by a density estim
mation method from the pixxels in
tthe region. Obbserving that nnoisy pixels wiill be includedd in the
ssegmentation are often arounnd the boundaaries at low intensity,
w
we select a thhreshold to keeep the main ddistribution beetween
990%~98%, which
w
is learnnt from the ttraining data for a
ccorrespondingg brain slice. It is applied to thhe union of thee ROIs
ffrom templatee, level set aand mask tem
mplate, follow
wed by
m
morphologicall operations too remove the small noise.
III. ATL
LAS MAPPIN
NG
The 2D roodent brain exxtracted can be mapped to a high
rresolution atlaas [21] based oon the Waxholm space [22] buuilt on
T
T1-weighted M
MRI images, uusing a Bruker 9.4T scanner, image
rresolution 5122×512×512, att isotropic spaatial voxel resoolution
559μm [21]. Reegistration froom the 2D struuctural image to the
aatlas template is using ANT
TS [23]. The similarity of ann input
22D brain imagge (Fig. 5(b): yyellow contourr using the prooposed
m
method, red is the ground truth) to the aatlas templatess (Fig.
55(c)) is shownn in Fig. 5, whhere the possiible optimal mapped
m
pposition is at tthe atlas slice 2280.
IV. EXPERIM
MENT AND RE
ESULTS
A
A. Dataset annd settings
We test thee automatic m
method on a pubblic available rodent
bbrain data sett [7], which hhas 30 rodentt brain volumes, T2
w
weighted imaaging by RAR
RE-pulse-sequuence, using B
Bruker
B
Biospec 4.7Teelsa MRI machine, resoluttion at 256×256×12
aand pixel spaccing at 0.12
0.12
1.2
.G
Ground
ttruth is manuaally generated [7].
The propoosed brain exxtraction is tessted on the ccoronal
vview, image size 256×256 . Totally therre are 12 slicces per
vvolume. We ddivide the firstt 28 volumes into 4 batchess, with
eeach batch coontaining 7 voolumes. In crross-validationn, each
ttraining will uuse 3 of the 4 bbatches to buildd the template model
aand for histoggram-tuning, the other battch will be ussed as
ttesting data. The
T volume 29 and 30 will bee used only in ttesting

Figure 4. Tempplate matching ressults with and withhout the use of
G
Gaussian distributiion of brain mask..

(a) Similarity beetween atlas temp
mplate (T1 weightted) and the brainn
extracted(T2 weighted) usinng ANTS regisstration for atlass
mapping.

(b) Input 2D M
MRI

(c) Atlas ttemplate

(d) Atlas

F
Figure 5. Atlas reggistration similariity chart. Input im
mage and the atlas
template.

The Jaccard similarity
s
(J-sscore) is usedd to measure tthe
perfformance of thhe rodent brainn extraction [7]. It is definedd as
=

∩
∪

,

wheere M is the rresult generateed by a methhod and G is tthe
grouund truth. When the whole volume
v
is usedd to compute tthe
J-sccore of rodent brain, we call it volume J-sccore.
B. E
Experiment Result
The mean J-sccore of our meethod is 94.999%. Fig. 6 shoows
som
me of the deteection results: (a) Initial brrain by applyiing
tem
mplate learningg; (b) Result ussing level set; (c) Result usiing
massk template leaarning; (d) Finnal result by coombination of tthe
massks and the hhistogram tuning, where thee red line is tthe
grouund truth and the yellow linne is from our method. The rred
crosss in Fig. 6(a) is the detectedd brain center.
For the tempplate based bbrain extractiion we achieeve
J=991.97%, with m
minimum J=778.03%, whichh means we ccan
always locate thhe main brainn from the heead MRI. Usiing
neigghboring slice model will noot affect the bbrain location ttoo
mucch. Comparedd to our result of mean J=944.99%, the meean
J-sccore by 2D PC
CNN is 0.93 [7]. Fig.7(a) is thhe boxplot of tthe
voluume J-score compared to 3D
D PCNN [8] and BET [3], all
baseed on N4 [18] bias remooved data. It shows that tthe
propposed methodd achieves beetter extractionn accuracy. The
T

t-test manifests that the improvement is statistically significant
with p<<0.001 compared to 3DPCNN result and p<<0.0001
compared to BET. The individual boxplot from the proposed
method for the 12 slices and 30 volumes are also shown in Fig.
7(b) and (c). The overall performance for different slices is
different. Usually, the smoother of the boundary of the brain,
the better the method can achieve for the brain segmentation.
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Figure 6. Segmentation procedure and stage Results
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Figure 7. Comparison of the brain extraction. (a) Volume
J-score of different methods, (b) slice J-score at the 12 different
slices of the dataset, (c) slice J-score for each rat volume

V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a template based method to extract the
rodent brain in T2 weighted MRI images. We achieved results
with accuracy significantly higher than the compared methods.
The results suggest that the learning based method has the
potential to identify and segment the main structures from
anatomical images. Using the cropped brain, we demonstrated
that it was possible to register the image navigator to a high
resolution atlas. More dataset can be tested in the future and
further research can be done to incorporate the local intensity
and context feature to improve the extraction accuracy.
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